The materials are stored in the archives; advance notice is required to see these documents.

Revised lists are posted only when there are significant revisions; you may wish to check with the library staff for the most up-to-date information.

This is a list of storage folders in the publications collection and the boxes in which they are stored. Folders may have one or more items in them.

As a general statement, this collection contains printed materials produced by the Institute for
- the public such as admission materials, public program announcements, alumni newsletters, and fund raising solicitations
- significant internal events such as convocation and commencement
- distribution within the Institute such as student handbooks and departmental and constituent newsletters.
It does not contain digital publications.

Arrangements vary somewhat depending on the category; for example some items are organized by calendar year while others are organized by fiscal year (June - July).

ND stands for no date; if the item has no printed date but we could assign a date with reasonable certainty, that date is followed by a question mark.

**Box 62**

Academic Services – Advising
Academic Services--Glossary of Art
Academic Services – Tutoring
Admissions – Application Forms (1882-1960)
Admissions – Application Forms (1961-2010)
Admissions – Campus Visit Brochures
Admissions – Career Brochures
Admissions – Cleveland Brochures (1920-1939)
Admissions – Direct Mail Brochures (1882-1959)
Admissions – Direct Mail Brochures (1990-1999)
Admissions – Direct Mail Brochures (2000- )
**Box 63**
Admissions – Enrollment Management Handbook
Admissions – Financial Aid Brochures (1990-1999)
Admissions – MFA contact (2002-)
Admissions – Open House (1882-1960)
Admissions – Open House (1961-2010)
Admissions – Portfolio Preparation brochures
Admissions – Postcards
Admissions – Pre-College Summer Programs
   See also Continuing Education (which took over this program)

**Box 64**
Admissions – Recruitment Brochures
Admissions – Residence Halls
Admissions – Scholarship Brochures (nd)
Admissions – Scholarship Brochures (1882-1959)
Admissions – Scholarship Brochures (1960-1969)
Admissions – Scholarship Brochures (1970-1979)

**Box 65**
Admissions – Viewbooks (1920-1929)
Admissions – Viewbooks (1930-1979)
Admissions – Viewbooks (2000-2010)
Some Viewbooks are also shelved with the college catalog collection
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1937
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1943
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1944
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1945
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1953
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1955
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1956
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1963
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1965
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1967
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1968

**Box 66**
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1970
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1971
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1973
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1980
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1981
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Class of 1986
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Summer Reunion 1997
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Summer Reunion 1998
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Summer Reunion 1999
Alumni – Biographical Booklet – Summer Reunion 2000

**Box 67**
Alumni Association – Activities (1882-1959)
Alumni Association – Activities (1960-1979)
Alumni Association – Membership Information (nd)
Appointment announcements
Associated Artists – Sales Gallery – 1940
Auxiliary Programs – Durango, Colorado
Auxiliary Programs – Extension Department (nd)
Auxiliary Programs – John Huntington Polytechnic Institute
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France (nd)
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Homage to Bernard Pfreim
**Box 68**

Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1980)
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1981)
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1982)
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1983), Fall
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1983), Summer
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1984), Fall
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1984), Summer
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1985), Fall
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1985), Summer
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1986), Fall
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1986), Summer
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1987), Fall
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1987), Summer
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1988), Fall
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1989), Fall
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1989), Summer
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1990), Fall
Auxiliary Programs – Lacoste, France – Poetry Seminar (1995), Fall

**Box 69**

Auxiliary Programs – New York Studio Program
Auxiliary Programs – SAIC

Booklists
Burchfield Society – Annual Dinner 2011
Burchfield Society – Annual Dinner 2012
Burchfield Society – Annual Dinner 2013

Calendars
Career Services
Charter
Cleveland Art Association
CONTINUING EDUCATION includes evening classes, Saturday classes, young artists programming, summer classes, national workshops, and B.A.S.I.C.S workshops and became a separate department in the mid-1980s; as such filing of these items reflects that history. Earlier course schedules and announcements are mostly not separated out but included in COURSE OFFERINGS. This department has had several names: Continuing Education, Extended Studies, and Continuing Education and Community Outreach.

Continuing Education – no date

**Box 70**

Continuing Education – 1986  
Continuing Education – 1987  
Continuing Education – 1988  
Continuing Education – 1989  
Continuing Education – 1990  
Continuing Education – 1991  
Continuing Education – 1992  
Continuing Education – 1993  
Continuing Education – 1994

**Box 71**

Continuing Education – 1995  
Continuing Education – 1996  
Continuing Education – 1997  
Continuing Education – 1998  
Continuing Education – 1999  
Continuing Education – 2000

**Box 72**

Continuing Education – 2001  
Continuing Education – 2002  
Continuing Education – 2003  
Continuing Education – 2004

**Box 73**

Continuing Education – 2005  
Continuing Education – 2006
COURSE OFFERINGS generally refers to class announcements and schedules for specific semesters, whereas the college catalog is generally by academic year and lists major requirements as well as offered courses.

For the purpose of this classification, class offerings, announcements, and schedules for non-degree classes are included here until the separate Continuing Education department was established in the mid-1980s. The items in this section are filed by academic year, for example 1937/38. For filing purposes, the year of the summer course is treated as the first year of the academic term. For example, summer 1944 is filed under 1944/45.

See also the (bound and unbound) CIA COLLEGE CATALOG COLLECTION.
Course Offerings – 1920-1921
Course Offerings – 1921-1922
Course Offerings – 1921-1922 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1922-1923 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1923-1924 – Includes Cleveland School of Architects
Course Offerings – 1924-1925
Course Offerings – 1924-1925 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1925-1926
Course Offerings – 1926-1927
Course Offerings – 1927-1928
Course Offerings – 1927-1928 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1928-1929
Course Offerings – 1929-1930
Course Offerings – 1929-1930 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1930-1931
Course Offerings – 1930-1931 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1931-1932
Course Offerings – 1931-1932 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1932-1933
Course Offerings – 1932-1933 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1933-1934
Course Offerings – 1933-1934 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1934-1935

**Box 77**

Course Offerings – 1935-1936
Course Offerings – 1935-1936 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1936-1937
Course Offerings – 1936-1937 – With Western Reserve University
Course Offerings – 1937-1938
Course Offerings – 1938-1939
Course Offerings – 1939-1940
Course Offerings – 1940-1941
Course Offerings – 1941-1942
Course Offerings – 1942-1943
Course Offerings – 1943-1944
Course Offerings – 1944-1945
Course Offerings – 1945-1946
Course Offerings – 1946-1947
Course Offerings – 1947-1948
Course Offerings – 1948-1949
Course Offerings – 1949-1950
Course Offerings – 1950-1951
Course Offerings – 1951-1952
Course Offerings – 1952-1953

**Box 78**
Course Offerings – 1953-1954
Course Offerings – 1954-1955
Course Offerings – 1955-1956
Course Offerings – 1956-1957
Course Offerings – 1957-1958
Course Offerings – 1958-1959
Course Offerings – 1959-1960
Course Offerings – 1960-1961
Course Offerings – 1961-1962
Course Offerings – 1962-1963
Course Offerings – 1963-1964
Course Offerings – 1964-1965

**Box 79**
Course Offerings – 1965-1966
Course Offerings – 1966-1967
Course Offerings – 1967-1968
Course Offerings – 1968-1969
Course Offerings – 1969-1970
Course Offerings – 1970-1971
Course Offerings – 1971-1972
Course Offerings – 1972-1973
Course Offerings – 1973-1974
Course Offerings – 1974-1975
Course Offerings – 1975-1976
Course Offerings – 1976-1977

**Box 80**

Course Offerings – 1977-1978
Course Offerings – 1978-1979
Course Offerings – 1979-1980
Course Offerings – 1983-1984
Course Offerings – 1984-1985
Course Offerings – 1985-1986
Course Offerings – 2005-2006
Craft Guild – nd
Craft Guild – 1983
Craft Guild – 1984
Craft Guild – 1985
Craft Guild – 1971-1972
Craft Guild – 1972-1973
Craft Guild – 1973-1974
Craft Guild – 1974-1975
Craft Guild – 1975-1976
Craft Guild – 1976-1977
Craft Guild – 1977-1978
Craft Guild – 1978-1979

*Craft Guild SEE ALSO Student Art Association*
DEVELOPMENT is an earlier name for the funding raising department of the Institute (currently called Institutional Advancement) and includes materials produced by this department under both names

Development – (1986-1987)

Box 81

Development – (1990-1991)
Development – Acknowledgement Forms
Development – Capital Campaign – (1956)
Development – McCullough Fund
Development – Schmeckebier Fund
**Box 82**

One-time, special exhibitions (e.g. not regularly occurring faculty, staff, scholastic, alumni, or student), publications are organized alphabetically by person’s last name (if a one person, or sole identified person exhibition) or by exhibition title. Exhibitions of two or more artists or titles may be organized in one of several ways – an entry under each name or the exhibition title (with cross-references provided).

**SEE ALSO POSTER COLLECTION**

Exhibitions (this general folder is for special exhibitions without a specific title or type; often with no date)

Exhibitions – Across America – 1965
Exhibitions – ADAMS – Ansel Adams: A Legacy – 2007
Exhibitions – AIGA Packaging, 1965 – 1965
Exhibitions – Alpha Beta Delta Fraternity – nd
Exhibitions – AMES – Paintings of Greece and Italy By Miss May Ames – 1911
Exhibitions – Anatomica Aesthetica – 2010
Exhibitions – Annual Exhibition of Cleveland Artists – 1906
Exhibitions -- ANUSZKIEWICZ – Richard Anuszkiewicz: Recent work – 2013
Exhibitions – APKARIAN – Eight New Faculty – 1953?
Exhibitions – Arte Povera, American Style – 2002
Exhibitions – Artist Craftsman: An In-Depth Look – 1978
Exhibitions – Assembled Propositions – 1977
Exhibitions – BATES – Kenneth Bates Enamels – 1964
Exhibitions – BAYER – Herbert Bayer: Paintings and Designs For Industry – nd
Exhibitions – BIDDLE – George M. Biddle: Paintings and Sculpture – 1961
Exhibitions – BOGATAY – Eileen Brodie Ingalls, Grace Veronica Kelly, Paul Bogatay
Exhibitions – BOOKATZ – Paintings and Sketches: A Record of European Travel – nd
Exhibitions – BOSA – Louis Bosa: Paintings and Drawings – nd
Exhibitions – BOZA – Daniel Boza - -nd
Exhibitions – BRANGWYN – Frank Brangwyn R.A. – nd
Exhibitions – British Designer Craftsman – 1970
Exhibitions – BRODOVITCH – Alexy Brodovitch and His Influence – 1973
Exhibitions – BROOKS – Mary Seymour Brooks – 1994
Exhibitions – BURCHFIELD – Charles E. Burchfield: Distinguished Alumni – 1966
Exhibitions – BURCHFIELD – Charles E. Burchfield: Paintings – 1941

Box 83
Exhibitions – CARTER – Clarence H. Carter: Twenty Five Years of Painting
Exhibitions – CASSILL – Carroll Cassill: Prints – 1966
Exhibitions – China: June 4, 1989 – 1992
Exhibitions – Cleveland Art Instructors – 1940
Exhibitions – Cleveland Art Loan Exhibition – 1913
Exhibitions – Cleveland Artists, First Annual Exhibition – 1906
Exhibitions – Cleveland Artists, Second Annual Exhibition – 1907
Exhibitions – Cleveland Artists, Fourth Annual Exhibition – 1909
Exhibitions – Cleveland Artists, Fifth Annual Exhibition – 1911
Exhibitions – Cleveland Collects – 1969
Exhibitions – Cleveland Portraits
Exhibitions – Cleveland Society of Artists
Exhibitions – Cleveland Society of Artists: 9th Annual Exhibition – 1922
Exhibitions – Cleveland Society of Artists: 11th Annual Exhibition – 1924
Exhibitions – Contemporary African Art – 1971
Exhibitions – Contemporary American Painting – 1952
Exhibitions – Contemporary Artists and Craftsmen
Exhibitions – Contemporary Arts Center Biennial – 1986
Exhibitions – Contemporary British Art – 1976
Exhibitions – Contemporary Japanese Prints
Exhibitions – Contemporary Mexican Drawings and Watercolors
Exhibitions – Contemporary Prints from Germany – 1963
Exhibitions – Contemporary Spanish Prints – 1980 (Catalog 1979)

Box 84

Exhibitions – CORSI – Antonio Corsi: Reproductions… And… Representations – 1908
Exhibitions – Craftmanship in Wood – 1960
Exhibitions – DAVIES – Two Realists: Kenneth Davies & Robert Vickrey
Exhibitions – DE MARCO – Schreckengost, De Marco, Shock – 1951
Exhibitions – Diversions of Keramos – 1984 (catalog is dated 1983)
Exhibitions – Dreaming of a More Better Future – 2005
Exhibitions – DUBANIEWICZ – Peter Paul Dubaniewicz: Paintings – 1947
Exhibitions – EASTMAN – Catalog of Pictures of William Joseph Eastman – 1923
Exhibitions – EASTMAN – Catalog of Pictures Painting by William Joseph Eastman – 1940
Exhibitions – EASTMAN – Eastman Memorial Exhibition – 1951
Exhibitions – EASTMAN – William Joseph Eastman: Recent American Paintings
Exhibitions – Esthetics in World Competition: An Exhibition of Product Design;
          Viktor Schreckengost, Roy Hess, Hugh Greenlee, Onnie Mankki – 1959
Exhibitions – Ethnographic Jewelry
Exhibitions – Exhibition of Paintings March 9-17 – 1907
Exhibitions – FEELEY – Paul Feeley: Watercolors and Drawings and Goldsmith ‘70 - - 1971
Exhibitions – Fifty Years of Architectural Practice – 1955
Exhibitions – Fifty Years of Graphic Arts in America – 1968
Exhibitions – Folk Art of Oaxaca – 1983
Exhibitions – Form and Fiber: Toshiko Takaezu and Lenore Tawney -- 1979
Exhibitions – FOSTER – Eight New Faculty – 1953?
Exhibitions – FRASCONI – Antonio Frasconi: Woodcuts, Lithographs, and Books
Exhibitions – From here to Infinity & the Big Bang – 2007
Exhibitions – FROMKES – Portraits…Paintings…and Pastels by Maurice Fromkes – 1914

**Box 85**

Exhibitions – GAERTNER – Carl Gaertner: Paintings – 1941
Exhibitions – Goldsmith ’70 and Paul Feeley: Watercolors and Drawings – 1971
Exhibitions – GOTTLAND – Frederick C. Gottwald: Latest Italian Paintings – 1922
Exhibitions – GOTTLAND – Frederick C. Gottwald: Paintings of Kabello, Amalfi – 1914
Exhibitions – GOTTLAND – Frederick C. Gottwald: Paintings of the Italian Lakes – 1913
Exhibitions – Great Ideas of Western Man – 1962
Exhibitions – Green Cleveland – 2006
Exhibitions – GROSZ – George Grosz: Recent Paintings – 1950
Exhibitions – Group of Paintings by Early American Artists – 1915
Exhibitions – HARRISON – Birge Harrison: Landscapes 1912
Exhibitions – HEUSTIS – Portraits of the Children of Mr. + Mrs. Edmund Stevenson Burke Jr. Painted by Louise Lyons – 1915
Exhibitions – HOWARD – Paintings by Hugh Huntington Howard
Exhibitions – Hungarian Handicraft – 1923
Exhibitions – HUNTLEY – Oil Portraits by Mrs. Samantha L. Huntley – 1912
Exhibitions – Industrial Design 1993 – 1993
Exhibitions – INGALLS – Eileen Brodie Ingalls, Grace Veronica Kelly, Paul Bogatay
Exhibitions – Invitational Photography – 1961
Exhibitions – IPPOLITO – Paintings by Angelo Ippolito – 1960
Exhibitions – JACOBI – Impulse to Abstract: Recent Works – 1994
Exhibitions – JANKOWSKI – Eight New Faculty – 1953?
Exhibitions – JERGENS – Robert Jergens: One Man Faculty Exhibit – 1978
Exhibitions – KANE – Magazine Illustrations by Morgan Kane – 1960
Exhibitions – KELLER – Henry G. Keller: Paintings
Exhibitions – KELLER – Henry G. Keller: Paintings – 1907
Exhibitions – KELLER – Henry G. Keller: Paintings Recently Made in Spain – 1924
Exhibitions – KELLER – Henry G. Keller: Watercolors
Exhibitions – KELLY – Eileen Brodie Ingalls, Grace Veronica Kelly, Paul Bogatay
Exhibitions – KOTTLER – Ceramics by Howard Kottler – 1968
Exhibitions – LANGE – Katherine Gruener Lange, Elizabeth Seaver, Lloyd L. Westbrook – 1942
Exhibitions – LEACH – Ceramics by Leach
Exhibitions – LIBBY – William Libby: Creative Printing, Variations on a Theme
Exhibitions – Loan Exhibition – 1906
Exhibitions – Loan Exhibition – 1907

**Box 86**
Exhibitions – MANGOLD – Robert Mangold: Continuity and Discontinuity –
  Masters of Abstraction – 2011
Exhibitions – MANKKI – Esthetics in World Competition: An Exhibition of Product Design;
  Viktor Schreckengost, Roy Hess, Hugh Greenlee, Onnie Mankki – 1959
Exhibitions – Manuscripts From the Collection of Otto Ege
Exhibitions – MCCULLOUGH – Eight New Faculty –1953?
Exhibitions – MCVEY, Leza – Leza Mc Vey: Ceramics & Weaving – 1965
Exhibitions – MCVEY, William – Eight New Faculty –1953?
Exhibitions – Masters of Abstraction – 2011
Exhibitions – Memorable Life Photographs
Exhibitions – MESSANA – Robert Messana; Photographs: American Religious
Architecture – 1970
Exhibitions – MEYERS – Eight New Faculty –1953?
Exhibitions – MIECZKOWSKI – Julian Stanczak and Ed Mieczkowski: Boundary Formations
and the tease of the Familiar – Masters of Abstraction – 2011
Exhibitions – NARES – James Nares: Street –2013
Exhibitions – National Print Exhibition: 12th – 1961
Exhibitions – Neuman – Eight New Faculty –1953?
Exhibitions – Original Prints, 1964 – California Society of Etchers – 1964
Exhibitions – Painting and Sculpture from the Skowhegan School – 1960
Exhibitions – PERLIN – Jenny Perlin and Steve Roden -- 2013
Exhibitions – PINDELL – Howardina Pindell: Paintings and Drawings [alt title: Howardina

**Box 87**

Exhibitions – Plastics – A New Dimension in Buildings – 1962
Exhibitions – Polish Graphic Arts and Posters – 1966
Exhibitions – REEVES – Ruth Reeves: Paintings and Prints
Exhibitions – (Re)Imaging Photography – 2008
Exhibitions – RODEN – Jenny Perlin and Steve Roden -- 2013
Exhibitions – RYDIN – Batiks by Maud Rydin – 1961
Exhibitions – SCHOENER – Jason Schoener – 1967
Exhibitions – SCHRECKENGOST - -Schreckengost, De Marco, Shock – 1951
Exhibitions – SEAVER – Katharine Gruener Lange, Elizabeth Seaver, Lloyd L. Westbrook – 1942
Exhibitions – SEMON – Photography by Carle Semon – 1937
Exhibitions – 17 Swedish Designers – 2009
Exhibitions – SHARPE – Photographs by Geraldine Sharpe – 1961
Exhibitions – SHOCK – Schreckengost, De Marco, Shock – 1951
Exhibitions – SINGH – Arpita Singh: Men In Isolation – 2013
Exhibitions – Sinhalese Art – 1949
Exhibitions – SINZ – Walter A. Sinz, Mildred Watkins, Frank N. Wilcox
Exhibitions – SKRIPPS – Eight New Faculty – 1953?
Exhibitions – SMITH – Bill Smith -- 2013
Exhibitions – Special Exhibition of Painting and Sculpture – 1908
Exhibitions – Spirit of Cleveland – 1995
Exhibitions – STANCZAK, Barbara – Barbara Stanczak: Form + Response – 2012

Box 88

Exhibitions – States and Territories: 81 Designs for Container Corporation of America
Exhibitions – States and Territories: Exhibition of Contemporary Painting – 1953
Exhibitions – TAKAEZU –

see Exhibitions – Form and Fiber: Toshiko Takaezu and Lenore Tawney -- 1979

Exhibitions – TAKAEZU – Toshiko Takaezu: Ceramics and Textiles – 1961
Exhibitions – Tale in Two Cities – 2012
Exhibitions – Tangents – Art in Fiber – 1988
Exhibitions – Tawney –

see Exhibitions – Form and Fiber: Toshiko Takaezu and Lenore Tawney -- 1979


Exhibitions – Textiles of Oaxaca – 1965
Exhibitions – Thirty-Two Realists – 1972
Exhibitions – Today’s Textiles – 1954
Exhibitions – Trashformations – 1999
Exhibitions – TRAVIS – Paul B. Travis: Paintings – 1945
Exhibitions – TRAVIS – Paul B. Travis: Paintings & Drawing
Exhibitions – TREISTER – Suzanne Treister: Hexen 2.0 – 2013


Exhibitions – VICKERY: Two Realists: Kenneth Davies and Robert Vickery
Exhibitions – View of Contemporary American Watercolor – 1968
Exhibitions – Visual Logic – 1979
Exhibitions – WALDECK – Paintings by Miss Nina V. Waldeck – 1912
Exhibitions – WALL – Sue Wall – 1995
Exhibitions – WANG – Wang Chi Yuan: Chinese Painting
Exhibitions – Watercolors Showing Early Cleveland and Vicinity – 1952
Exhibitions – WATKINS – Walter A. Sinz, Mildred Watkins, Frank Wilcox
Exhibitions – Weaving and Textile Exhibit – 1960
Exhibitions – WESTBROOK – Katherine Gruener Lange, Elizabeth Seaver, Lloyd L. Westbrook – 1942

Box 89
Exhibitions – WILCOX – Frank N. Wilcox in Retrospect – 1952
Exhibitions – WILCOX – Walter A. Sinz, Mildred Watkins, Frank Wilcox
Exhibitions – Wish You Were Here – 2003
Exhibitions – WOEHRMAN – Ralph Woehrman – 1973
Exhibitions – Young Photographers ’68 – 1968
Exhibitions – Young Printmakers – 1967
Exhibitions – ZERBE – Karl Zerbe: Paintings, Prints, Drawings – 1953
Exhibitions, Alumni – 1979
Exhibitions, Alumni – 1933
Exhibitions, Alumni – 1997
Exhibitions, Alumni – 1998
Exhibitions, Alumni – 1999
Exhibitions, Alumni – 2000
Exhibitions, Faculty – ND
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1936
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1939
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1941
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1943
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1944

**Box 90**
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1945
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1947
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1949
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1950
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1951
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1953
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1954
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1955
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1958
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1959
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1960
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1961
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1962
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1963
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1964
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1965
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1966
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1967
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1968
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1969
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1971
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1972
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1974
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1977
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1979
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1980
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1984
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1985
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1986
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1987
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1988
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1989

**Box 91**
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1990
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1991
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1992
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1992
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1993
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1994
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1995
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1996
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1997
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1998
Exhibitions, Faculty – 1999
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2000
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2001
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2002
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2003
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2004
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2005
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2006
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2007
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2008
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2009
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2011
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2012
Exhibitions, Faculty – 2013

**Box 92**
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1980
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1985
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1986
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1990
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1991
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1994
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1995
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1997
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1998
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 1999
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 2000
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 2003
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 2005
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 2006
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 2008
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 2012
Exhibitions, Scholastic – 2013

**Box 93**

For the purposes of staff exhibitions, staff includes any non-faculty employees such as administrative staff and technical assistants/technical specialists.
The following section includes a variety of student exhibitions including the SIE, summer show, spring design show as well as the Runway show, Foundation show, and departmental exhibitions. However BFA exhibition materials are separately organized.

Box 94

Exhibitions, Student – 1984
Exhibitions, Student – 1985
Exhibitions, Student – 1986
Exhibitions, Student – 1987
Exhibitions, Student – 1988
Exhibitions, Student – 1989
Exhibitions, Student – 1990
Exhibitions, Student – 1991
Exhibitions, Student – 1993
Exhibitions, Student – 1994
Exhibitions, Student – 1995
Exhibitions, Student – 1996
Exhibitions, Student – 1997
Exhibitions, Student – 1998
Exhibitions, Student – 1999

**Box 95**
Exhibitions, Student – 2000
Exhibitions, Student – 2001
Exhibitions, Student – 2002
Exhibitions, Student – 2003
Exhibitions, Student – 2004
Exhibitions, Student – 2005
Exhibitions, Student – 2006
Exhibitions, Student – 2007
Exhibitions, Student – 2008
Exhibitions, Student – 2009

**Box 96**
Exhibitions, Student – 2010
Exhibitions, Student – 2011
Exhibitions, Student – 2012
Exhibitions, Student – 2013
Exhibitions, Student – 2014

**Box 97**
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Program Guides & Announcements – 2006
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Program Guides & Announcements – 2008
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Program Guides & Announcements – 2009
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Program Guides & Announcements – 2010
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Program Guides & Announcements – 2011
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Program Guides & Announcements – 2012
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Program Guides & Announcements – 2013
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Program Guides & Announcements – 2014

**Box 98**
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 1994
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 1995
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 1996
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 1997
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 1998
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 1999
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2000
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2001
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2002
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2003
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2004
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2005
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2006
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2007
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2008
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2009
Exhibitions, Student (BFA) – Student Announcements & Statements – 2010

**Box 99**
Future Center
Graduation – Addresses – Gideon Hagy – 1979
Graduation – Addresses – Fred Bidwell – 2014
Graduation – Diploma – 1938
Graduation – Diploma – 1991

GRADUATION – PROGRAMS AND INVITATIONS Documents in this collection are variously named and include Commencement Exercises, Closing Exercises, Annual Exercises of the Closing Week, Graduating Exercises, and Graduation Exercises.

Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1886
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1892
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1895
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1896
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1897
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1898
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1900
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1901
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1902
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1903
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1904
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1906
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1909
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1912
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1913
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1915
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1916
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1917
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1918
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1919
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1920
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1921
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1922
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1923
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1924

Box 100
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1925

Box 100
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1925
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1926
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1927
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1928
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1929
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1930
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1931
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1932
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1933
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1934
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1935
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1936
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1937
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1938
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1939
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1940
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1941
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1942
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1943
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1944
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1945
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1946
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1947
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1948

**Box 101**
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1949
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1950
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1951
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1952
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1953
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1954
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1955
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1956
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1957
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1958
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1959
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1961
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1962 *(contents discovered missing 2013)*
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1963
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1964
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1965
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1966
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1967
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1968
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1969

**Box 102**

Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1970
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1971
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1972
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1973
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1974
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1975
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1976
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1977
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1978
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1979
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1980
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1981
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1982
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1983
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1984

**Box 103**

Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1985
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1986
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1987
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1988
Graduation – Programs and invitations – 1989
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1990
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1991
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1992
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1993
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1994
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1995
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1996

Box 104
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1997
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1998
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 1999
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2000
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2001
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2002
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2003
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2004
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2005
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2006

Box 105
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2007
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2008
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2009
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2010
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2011
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2012
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2013
Graduation – Programs and Invitations – 2014
**Box 106**
Greeting Cards – Birthday – Postcards – 1990-1999
Greeting Cards – Blank – 1990-1999
Greeting Cards – Blank – Postcards 1980-1989
Greeting Cards – Blank – Postcards 1990-1999
Greeting Cards – Blank – Postcards 2000-2015

**Box 107**
Greeting Cards – Holiday – no date
Greeting Cards – Holiday – 1990-1999
Greeting Cards – Holiday – 2000-2009
Greeting Cards – Holiday – 2010-2019
Handbooks – Student (no date)

**Box 108**
Handbooks – Student – 1986
Handbooks – Student – 1987
Handbooks – Student – 1990
Handbooks – Student – 1991
Handbooks – Student – 1993
Handbooks – Student - -1994
Handbooks – Student - -1995
Handbooks – Student - -1996
Handbooks – Student – 1997-1999

**Box 109**
Handbooks – Student - -1999-2000
Handbooks – Student – 2000-2001
Handbooks – Student – 2001-2002
Handbooks – Student – 2002-2003
Handbooks – Student – 2003-2004
Handbooks – Student – 2004-2005
Handbooks – Student – 2005-2006
Box 110

History
Holiday art sale – see Student Art Association
Institutional Advancement SEE Development
Library – Bookplates
Library – Bookmarks
Library – Guides
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 1995-1996
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 1997-1998 – Clarion
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 1998-1999 – Clarion
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 1999-2000 – Clarion
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 2001-2002 – Provost’s Page
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 2002-2003 – Provost’s Page
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 2003-2004 – Around the Institute
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 2004-2005 – Around the Institute
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 2005-2006 – Around the Institute
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 2007-2008 – Apt News
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 2009-2010 – Apt News
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 2012-2013 – Memorandum
Newsletters – Academic Affairs Division – 2013-2014 – Memorandum
Newsletters – Alumni – Alumni Association Newsletter
Newsletters – Alumni – Drawn Together
Newsletters – Alumni – Newsletter

Box 111

Newsletters – Artistic Breeze – Vol. 1 – 1925-25
Newsletters – Artistic Breeze – Vol. 2 – 1925
Newsletters – Cabinet – 2006-2007
Newsletters – Cleveland School of Art Newsletter
Newsletters – Communique
Newsletters – Current
Newsletters – Inside the CIA
Newsletters – Library News
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 01 – 1966
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 02 – 1967
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 03 – 1968
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 04 – 1969
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 05 – 1969-70
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 06 – 1970-71
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 07 – 1971-72
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 08 – 1973
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 09 – 1974-75
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 10 – 1975-76
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 11 – 1977

Box 112
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 12 – 1977-78
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 15 – 1980-81
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 16 – 1981-82
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 17 – 1983

Box 113
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 18 – 1984
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 19 – 1985-86
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 20 – 1986-87
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 21 – 1987-88

Box 114
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 22 – 1988-90
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 23 – 1991
Newsletters – Link – Vol. 27 – 1994-95
**Box 115**

**Box 116**
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 3 – 2004
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 4 – 2005
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 5 – 2006
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 6 – 2007

**Box 117**
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 7 – 2008
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 8 – 2009/2010
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 9 – 2010
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 10 – 2011
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 11 – 2012
Newsletters – *Link* – N.S. Vol. 12 – 2013

**Box 118**

**Box 119**
Newsletters – *Members Letters* – 1923-1930
Newsletters – Misc, untitled
Newsletters – *Newsletter* – 1982
Newsletters – *Newsletter…for High School Counselors and Teachers*
Newsletters – *Sketchbook*
Newsletters – Student – 1985
Newsletters – Student – 1986
Newsletters – Student – 1987
Newsletters – Student – 1988
Newsletters – Student – 1988 – Mixed Media
Newsletters – Student – 1989 – News and Views
Newsletters – Student – 1990-1991
Newsletters – Student – 1994-1995 – Sketch Pad
Newsletters – Student – 1995-1996 – Sketch Pad

**Box 120**

Newsletters – Student – 1999-2000 – This End Up
Newsletters – Student – 2000-2001 – SaTAN
Newsletters – Student – 2000-2001 – This End Up
Newsletters – Student – 2001-2002 – This End Up
Newsletters – Student, African American Student Association -- ND
Newsletters – Student Affairs Division – 1994-1995
Newsletters – Student Affairs Division – 1996-1997
Newsletters – Student Affairs Division – 1997-1998 - STAN
Newsletters – Student Affairs Division – 1998-1999 - STAN
Newsletters – Student Affairs Division – 1999-2000 - STAN

**Box 121**

Newsletters – Student Affairs Division – 2000-2001 - STAN
Newsletters – Student Affairs Division – 2007-2008 – The Fine Line
Newsletters – Student Life and Housing – 2004 -- Taplin Times

Poetry & Creative Writing by Students
Profile cards and business cards
Prospectus
**Box 122**

SPECIAL EVENTS generally refers to specific one-time events sponsored by the Institute usually on Institute property and often but not always as part of the Institute’s public programming; some examples are visiting artists talk announcements, public lecture series, benefit parties, and fund raising events. This section also includes events co-sponsored by CIA but not necessarily occurring on the CIA campus.

Special Events – Aesthetics and Consumer Culture Symposium – 2004
Special Events – Albert Rey: Cuban-American Artists – 2007
Special Events – Anne Cox Chambers Reception – 1987
Special Events – The Architect and the House Series – 1986
Special Events – Art of Navigation/The World as an Interface: Design Symposium – 2004
Special Events – Art Students League Early Winter Hop – 1914
Special Events – Artists and Cultures Series – 1994-1995
Special Events – Artists and Perspectives Series – 1995-1996
Special Events – Artists’ Initiatives: Sharing Works Lecture & Panel Discussion – 1990
Special Events – Centennial Celebration – 1982
Special Events – Columbus QuIcecentenary Lectures by Franny Taft – 1992-1993
Special Events – Critical Infrastructure Panel Discussion – 2005
Special Events – Cuba Project – 2001-2012
Special Events – Cut Outs (Benefit) – 1990
Special Events – Dana Schutz lecture – 2006
Special Events – End of Art – ND
Special Events – Explore Arthur’s World with Marc Brown – 2003

**Box 123**

Special Events – Factory Show Off (Benefit) – 1985
Special Events – First Factory Jazz Art Festival – 1976
Special Events – Form & Fiber Lectures: Toshiko Takaezu & Lenore Tawney – ND
Special Events – Franny Taft: 60 years of Teaching Celebration – 2010
Special Events – Henry Hunt Clark Welcome – 1932(?)
Special Events – Influence: Art & Identity – 2001
Special Events – Interior Design Lecture Series – 1979
Special Events – John Ciardi Lecture – 1965
Special Events – Join Us, Pardner: David Deming retirement -- 2010
Special Events – Joseph McCullough Retirement Reception – 1988
Special Events – Joseph McCullough Remembrances Reception – 2013
Special Events – Libby Black, Artist Talk – 2007(?)
Special Events – Living Architecture and Its Legacy Series: Lectures by Franny Taft – 1962
Special Events – Making Art: Is It Hazardous to Your Health? – 1986
Special Events – Making Art Work Benefit Gala – 2007
Special Events – Making Art Work Lecture Series – 2005
Special Events – Matzen Fountain Statue Unveiling -- 1918
Special Events – Meet the Artist Series – 1989-1990
Special Events – Memorial Service: Charles Bergengren – 2012
Special Events – Memorial Service: Clarence VanDuzer -- 2009
Special Events – Memorial Service: Frederick A. Miller – 2000
Special Events – Memorial Service: Georgia Leighton Norton – 1923
Special Events – Memorial Service: John Paul Miller – 2013
Special Events – Memorial Service: Ralph Marshall – 1984
Special Events – Memorial Service: Wayne Draznin – 2001
Special Events – National Cityscapes Conference – 2008
Special Events – A New Concept in First Run Films – 1970

**Box 124**

Special Events – New Murals for Eldred Hall -- 1947
Special Events – Opening of Juniper Rd. Building – 1906
Special Events – Paint the Town (Benefit) – 2001
Special Events – Patronage of Art Panel Discussion – 1949
Special Events – Persistence of Surrealism – 1979
Special Events – Raise the Roof (Benefit) – 2007
Special Events – Remembrances: Retrospective Exhibition of Works by Joseph McCullough -- 2013
Special Events – Robert A. Mayer Welcome – 1990
Special Events – Roy Lichtenstein – 1969
Special Events – Second Annual Masked Ball: A Night in the Deep…Underwater Fantasy – 1957
Special Events – Spirit of the Monument – 1992
Special Events – Success by Design: The Schreckengost Legacy Symposium – 2000
Special Events – Survival Kit for Artists – 1980
Special Events – Television and the Arts: Lecture by Gilbert Seldes – ND
Special Events – Textile Study Tour of Japan: Travelogue by Wenda von Weise – ND
Special Events – Undercover Jazz (Benefit) – 1987
Special Events – Vik Takes the Cake: Celebration of Viktor Schreckengost’s 95th Birthday – 2001
Special Events – Vincent Price “Letters to Theo” – 1963
Special Events – Visual Arts in Times of Crisis – ND

**Box 125**

*These are guides listing a variety of Institute events taking place.*

Special Events, Guides – ND
Special Events, Guides – 1967-68
Special Events, Guides – 2004-2005
Special Events, Guides – 2007-2008
Special Events, Guides – 2009-2010
Special Events, Guides – 2010-2011
Special Events, Guides – 2011-2012
Special Events, Guides – 2012-2013

**Box 126**

Stationary

Student Art Association (sometimes called Student Artists Association)

*Student Art Association SEE ALSO Craft Guild*

Student art sale – see Student Art Association
Student holiday sale – see Student Art Association
Student Council Print Project – Number 1 – 1947
Tours
Women’s Committee
Box 127

Yearbooks – 1922 Notan
Yearbooks – 1923 Notan
Yearbooks – 1923 Notan
Yearbooks – 1936 Janus
Yearbooks – 1938 Janus
Yearbooks – 1950 Contempora
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